
Horsham Blueprint Steering Committee
Monday 22nd October 2018 start time 7.30pm

Rehoboth Baptist Church, New Street, Horsham

Present:
 Andrew Cooke, Trudie Mitchell, Diane Sumpter, Graham Sitton, Martin Boffey, Ron Bates

1 Welcome / Introductions / Apologies for absence
No apologies
Andrew welcomed everyone to the meeting, with a special welcome to Martin Boffey who is 
representing Trafalgar Neighbourhood Council. 

2 Minutes/ Actions from previous meetings

Minutes of the meeting 6th August 2018 were approved. Feedback from that meeting :-
a) Andrew Cooke explained that despite there being no definitive view regarding the question of 

the Business Forum designation in relation to the Blueprint Neighbourhood Plan it will be 
included as a separate section within the Plan.

b) Andrew Cooke confirmed that no communication has been received from Chris Carey.

3

4

a)Finance 
The Blueprint account remains a positive current balance of £1187.49 as presented in the financial 
report given at the AGM on 15th September 2018. 

b)Funding Application
An application for further funding can be made to ‘My Community’ once the costs to complete Plan are 
calculated. Blueprint can make an application for an overall sum of £17,000 of which £6,315 has been 
received and spent; leaving a possible sum to be applied for of £10,685. When the cost of employing a 
consultant and costs for document printing are clearly known an application to My Community for 
funding will be made.

Diane Sumpter will compile a DRAFT list of the overall costs likely to be incurred to complete the 
preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan for which funding will be required and distribute this to all 
members of the Steering Committee. A first review of the consultant’s proposed costs indicate there will
be insufficient funding available from My Community to cover all the costs. The cost of VAT will also 
have to be allowed for in Blueprint’s funding calculations.

Communication was made with Glen Chipp of HDC setting out Blueprint’s position and the likely 
shortfall in funding from My Community. Unfortunately Blueprint did not received a positive response 
with any offer to help with some funding. 

Diane Sumpter proposed that the three Neighbourhood Councils look at their financial reserves to 
investigate if there is an opportunity to support the Blueprint funding shortfall in some way.

Selection / Appointment of Consultant
Andrew Cooke has received 3no.positive replies to the short version ‘Call for Expressions of Interest’ 
document from the consultants listed below. These all give a guide estimate of £10k to £15k.

Discussion took place and it was agreed that each member of the Steering Committee will review the 
quotations received from the 3no.consultants and distribute their thoughts directly to all committee 
members by Tuesday 6th November 2018. Andrew Cooke agreed to collate the comments received. 

Once the consensus view is known Ron Bates will make contact and invite the consultants of the 
2no.best bids to a meeting with the Steering Committee to clear a way forward. It was discussed that if 
there are time constraint difficulties in meeting face to face consideration would be given to having the 
discussion with the consultants using a Skype link.



5

6

7

Progress against Project Plan
It was agreed that once the proposals from the consultants have been received and the necessary 
funding has been obtained a review of the overall project time plan will take place. In the meantime 
Ron Bates has proposed a forecast time line for the completion of the Neighbourhood Plan which 
indicates a completion in August 2019. 

Data Protection Legislation
The Blueprint Data Protection Policy and Blueprint Privacy Policy setting out how Blueprint will manage
compliance of the Data Protection Regulations were previously agreed and placed on the Blueprint 
website.   

Policies
No additional work has been carried out on the policies since the last issue of the last Policy Proposal 
List revision No.8 dated 18th August 2018. 

8 Any Other Business
Diane Sumpter asked Martin Boffey if Trafalgar NC are supportive of Blueprint carrying on with the 
process of producing a Neighbourhood Plan for the un-parished area of Horsham. Martin said that the 
awareness of Blueprint is not high in Trafalgar NC, but would report back to the other Neighbourhood 
Councillors on Blueprint’s current progress and what has yet to be achieved and how much money is 
thought to be needed to complete the Plan.

9 Next Meeting 
It was agreed that the date for the next Steering Committee meeting will be set once a meeting date 
has been agreed to interview the prospective Planning Consultants. 
A possible date for the next meeting is Monday 3rd December 2018.


